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(Figure 2-x: frontispiece - untitled) 

 

 

 

Scene: street corner in Philadelphia where my great-grandfather Joseph Ravetz 

arrived as a migrant entrepreneur, building a family business in a thriving hub of 

enterprise and culture.  We meet with Dermott, a local guardian and GI veteran: (JR) 

these buildings all look burned out, how do people make a living around here? 

(Dermott): well I tried this and that business, and if the gangs don’t get you then City 

Hall will.. (JR): any difference now with Obama in the White House?  (Dermott) not so 

I’ve noticed… had a truck for local deliveries, but it needed fixing, did it myself on the 

sidewalk, but City Hall gave me a ticket, which I missed, sent another ticket which I 

couldn’t afford, so they towed the truck away and sent me a big bill, put me right out 

of business twice over… 
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We have created a mythical fire-breathing monster – an economic system which sells impossible 

dreams to consumers, delivered by insecure and underpaid workers, trashing our life-support 

systems for quarterly profits.  We might call such systems ‘myopic’ (narrow-minded and lacking 

insight), or ‘dysfunctional’ (not fit for purpose).  We might just call them ‘stupid’ (lacking capacity for 

learning or thinking), or ‘stupefying’ (turning humans into automatons).1   The global supply chains 

for the laptop which contains these words – hugely complex and sophisticated logistics and 

technologies – are ‘smart’, but also ‘unsmart’. And different kinds of smartness / un-smartness often 

don’t mesh together. What seems like smart economics often leads to ‘unsmart’ ecology, clever 

politics can produce stupid public services, and smart cities lead to ‘unsmart’ surveillance. While 

many aspire to ‘wise’ liveable communities, they are pulled back to the day job, building ‘clever’ 

units or ‘smart’ innovations.   

‘Sustainability’ aimed at over-arching principles for the life-support systems, and this book follows 

from that wave. But with hindsight, the learning curve was very steep, and the social and economic 

agendas were full of contradictions.  ‘Sustainability Syndromes’ began to emerge from the frontlines 

and backrooms of policy and business and research.  Here are a few which now run into this book:   

• Localism Syndromes: in an age of rampant globalization, local seems desirable, but it also  

seems that gaps between rich and poor would grow in such a world.  We could talk more 

about inter-dependence (despite the current rhetoric of “Make xxxx Great Again”).  Each of 

the thematic chapters 4-8 has a local starting point, such as NEIGHBOURHOOD-III and LOCAL-

ONOMICS-III.  

• Best Practices Syndrome: some collections were inspirational, but others were out-of-

context snapshots selected for brand appeal, which bypassed the reality of schemes which 

were experimental and short-lived. Reporting on ‘worst practices’ might be more useful, but 

not many are keen to do this (this book has a few such as in RETROFIT-III).  

• The Indicators Syndrome was a favourite hobby of the early years: the department or the 

firm would say, while we think about all this, let’s get the experts to produce some 

‘indicators’. This could be a self-fulfilling activity, profitable for consultants and academics, 

diverting attention from the lack of action which was more difficult than anyone could 

admit. Some responses are in E/VALUATION-III. 

• Academic Syndromes: here are strong pressures to work in specialist camps, play the 

conference game and score points on the international citation system.  The poster case is 

mainstream economics, with over 8000 peer-review journals, which failed almost totally to 

anticipate the financial crisis of 2008. Some responses are in SCIENCE-III.    

• Some deeper Syndromes – outrage, guilt, paranoia, dissonance – and the unusually high 

carbon footprints of climate researchers – appear in SOCIETAL-III and the Mind-Games of 

Chapter 11. 

With hindsight, ‘sustainability’ is all about inter-connections. The word inspired the Sustainable City-

Region program, exploring almost everything that moved in its Manchester case study – land-use 

and emissions, industry and jobs, construction and housing, communities and lifestyle.2  The result 

seemed useful at the time, but it exposed some bigger challenges.  In short, the Sustainable City-

Region program was about the inter-connectedness of material ‘things’. But material carbon flows 
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or housing sectors, are basically organized by human systems of learning and collaboration – so the 

upcoming agenda is more about the inter-connectedness or synergies of ‘thinking’.   It seems we 

need new understanding of inter-connectedness – here called Synergistics, the art and science of 

working with synergies.  Then we can shift the focus from the ‘sustainable’ to the ‘synergistic city-

region’, or in the shorthand here, a Deeper City.   

The ‘city’ part of Deeper City goes way beyond physical areas on the map, it’s about the structures of 

civilization, the economic and political, the ecology and technology systems on which humans co-

exist. And ‘deeper’ here means connecting the deeper layers of human experience, the rational-

technical brain with the social, ecological, cultural and mythic layers.   

In this it seems we are almost complete beginners. The technology now exists to see and analyse 

every square meter of the planet, but the mappings we need are much more than physical land-

forms. As in SCIENCE-III, there’s a huge contrast between the sophisticated data and modelling of the 

global climate, and the fuzzy messy conflicted human systems, which are disrupting it or trying to 

manage it.  The previous checklists or indicators aren’t much use for the new mappings urgently 

needed, of inter-connectedness of thinking, or as we put it here, the collective human intelligence.  

In all this it seems we have less knowledge beyond the mental horizon, than a 16th century explorer 

had of the ocean ahead. Our mappings have large blank areas, with only ‘Here there be Dragons’.3  

So this book is a kind of running experiment, a Collaboratorium or ‘laboratory for collaboration’, to 

see what is possible for a new generation of mappings, for the Deeper Cities to come. 

 

In this chapter 

Here we set out three baselines for the rest of the book.  First, the broad landscape of synergistic 

thinking (sub-titled ‘think-onomics’).   Then comes a future proofing with a forward look and 

alternative scenarios: and third, an outline of the case studies, from city to nation to planet.  
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1) HERE THERE BE DRAGONS: THINK-ONOMICS-III 
   

When the main agenda was to feed or clothe the population, these were tangible goals with clear 

outcomes: Manchester’s food warehouses or textile factories could scale up for ‘growth’ and 

‘output’. But now everything seems more complex and contradictory.  There are fine words such as 

‘liveability’ or ‘prosperity’ or ‘resilience’, but these are not material things, more like perceptions, 

experiences, relationships.  Manchester for instance has an experiment in ‘Health Devolution’, and 

smart technology is seen as the best way to fill the funding gap.  But now it emerges that ill-health of 

older people is linked to loneliness – and what kind of pill or technology can fix that?4  Another 

example is flood management, very topical in the rainy UK (see ADAPTATION-III). We could be ‘clever’ 

with engineering of flood walls, or ‘smart’ with subsidies for land markets.  But to get the many 

parties involved around the table, to cross the barriers of distrust, forge agreements and 

collaborations, this is a ‘wiser’ kind of project, with a different kind of logic.    

So, the needs and the aspirations of society are complex, inter-connected, multi-functional. Yet our 

government and economic systems are (too often) simplistic, disconnected, mono-functional. They 

just can’t respond: their institutional DNA and anatomies (with some honourable exceptions), are 

too fixed, myopic, stupefying or ‘unsmart’.   

Much of this book explores and visualizes the difference between ‘clever, smart, and wise’ (or at 

least ‘wiser’). Looking at economics, it’s easy to see a ‘stupefying’ kind of economy – one which 

trashes the ecosystem, exploits its workers, manipulates customers to buy useless trinkets, all to 

feed the financial elite (a simplified model).  A huge question for debate is then – what would be a 

learning, thinking, ‘deeper-mind’ economy – one which inspires and rewards its workers, making 

products of beauty and utility, using materials in ecological balance, with financial returns re-

invested in the community.  In contrast to the myopic / ‘stupefying economy’ model of ‘winner takes 

all’, in a deeper-mind economy, ‘winners are all’.    

So here’s the first of many visual explorations below, in THINK-ONOMICS-III.  At the top is a cartoon 

version of different kinds of city system, different kinds of thinking, and the likely results of each: 

• In a ‘clever city’, functional thinking works for functional problems, in a city like a machine;  

• In a ‘smart city’, thinking is creative but selfish and myopic, in a city like a jungle;  

• In a ‘wise city’ or Deeper City, thinking capacity is self-organizing and neuro-plastic, strategic 

and synergistic, in a ‘city as civilization’.   
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Figure 2-1: THINK-ONOMICS-III 
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Where to start on this? here are some thumbnails, in the lower part (D-F) of THINK-ONOMICS-III,  for 

each of the main Chapters 4-8.  On the left column are the Mode-I, linear, mono-functional, ‘clever’ 

but ‘unthinking’ systems.  In the middle are Mode-II evolutionary ‘smart’ systems. On the right hand 

side are synergistic, ‘wise’ systems, more based on collaborative (co)-learning and thinking. There 

are potentials all round:  

• Cities can be multi-use and human scale;   

• Economies can be collaborative and recirculatory;  

• Ecologies can do local-global stewardship;  

• Technologies (‘tech-knowledges’ of education and science), work with multi-loop learning 

• Politics and governance can be with and by communities, networked, self-organized; 

• Society itself can be pro-active ‘citizens’ and communities.  

And so on. This basic picture is played out in around 40 Pathway Mappings through Chapters 4-10.  

Each Pathway Mapping page, (again), has a similar format: on the left, Mode-I and Mode-II 

syndromes, and on the right, Mode-III synergies (where space allows, the three stages of Mode-I, II 

and III are shown separately).  Each mapping is also a visual thinking combination, with the upper 

part in cartoons, and the lower in wiring diagrams.  So each mapping is then like a whole-brain 

navigation chart, following from the Pattern Language, a new kind of Pathway Language.5   Each is a 

kind of template for a ‘wiser’ Mode-III kind of system, and the pathways towards it.  These Pathway 

Mappings are inter-linked and cross-referenced through the book, and named with ‘BOLD ITALIC 

SMALL CAPITALS’, such as SCIENCE-III or BUSINESS-MODEL-III.     

 

Where is this coming from 
There’s a rich tapestry of thinking, with many strands and discourses, each related in some way with 

the Deeper City theme.  So here is a brief glimpse of the intellectual backdrop for the chapters to 

follow.  

Overview & review:   3000 years of synergistic thinking 

The first foundation is systems thinking, the concept that the whole is greater than the parts, 

with feedback and response between them.6  Systems can then respond to change, as in 

‘adaptive systems’, or set goals for systems sustainability.7  This leads to the notion of 

‘complex adaptive systems’:8  and then with combinations of material and cognitive factors, 

towards ‘conscious systems’, social intelligence, Mode 2 learning, and ‘second-order 

cybernetics’.9  There follow many diverse ways of working with complex / cognitive / 

conscious systems: this book draws particularly on Actor-Network Theory,10 Integral Theory,11 

Cultural Theory,12 and Relational Models.13 Each of these in its way can address the 

fundamentals of ‘wicked problems’ and ‘grand societal challenges’.14  

A second foundation is the ‘relational’ thinking on the structure of systems, and ‘emergent 

thinking’ on the dynamics.  There’s a recent wave of ‘relational thinking’: the ‘relational turn’ 

in human geography:15 ‘relational economic geography’ in firms, sectors or territories:16 

‘relational sociology’ models of society:17  ‘relational governance’ and complex institutions:18 

or ‘relational planning’ for complex societies.19   
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Many now study the emergent dynamics and transitions of ‘socio-ecological’ or ‘socio-

technical’ systems.20 This calls up co-evolutionary thinking, as applied to institutions:21 

innovation studies and the foresight approach.22 ‘Post-normal science’ focuses on 

uncertainty, controversy, and the interface of knowledge and human values.23  Parallel 

strands explore ‘problematic knowledge’,24 or ‘critical realism’.25  Such ideas also shift the 

focus from rational-reductive science, towards creativity, improvisation, psychotherapy, 

mediation and organization learning.26  

Putting these together, a wide array of Mode-III or ‘3.0’ concepts and mental models come 

up in different places. There are propositions for Capitalism 3.0,27 Science 3.0,28 Architecture 

3.0,29 ‘Base of the Pyramid’ 3.0,30 and Urban 3.0.31 This is not to say that the ‘3.0’, or ‘Mode-

III’ system (in our terminology) is a proven theory with the answer to all problems. It’s more 

like a pattern recognition and sense-making of what’s already happening, or with potential 

to happen all around.  

Thirdly, we move from practical tools to deep theory and back again, A wide range of tools 

for managing and sense-making of complexity includes: ‘soft systems methodology’:32 causal 

layer analysis:33  critical systems heuristics:34 discourse coalition analysis:35 scenario 

planning:36 or ‘social mess’ mapping.37  

In all this some lines begin to emerge. While most scientific activity focuses inwards towards detail 

and rigor, broadly on the lines of experimental physics, the synergistic approach takes a holistic 

view. It looks for the fundamentals of multiple level complexity which links technical with other 

domains of logic and value. It looks for multiple paradigms of change, from linear to evolutionary to 

co-evolutionary. It looks not only for the ‘simple complexity’ of one-celled automata, but the 

‘conscious complexity’ of humans and their collective future.38  This is a very topical question in 

many areas, where public policy aims to manage or guide such hyper complex systems, from 

economic development to climate change.39 

Overall we have a moving picture. There isn’t a textbook with the answers, rather a landscape (or 

‘mindscape’), of thinking and experimentation.    
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2) THE FUTURE STARTS NOW: NEXUS-CONNEXUS 
 

 

From nexus to connexus 
A new age of turbulence began in 2008, as the global financial system saw its greatest ever crisis, but 

meanwhile a much bigger crunch is looming, one of melting ice-caps, advancing deserts and 

poisoned oceans.  Other existential crises could multiply up anytime, such as AI and robotics, 

pandemic flu, or military conflict leading to nuclear war.  How to understand and explore such a 

nexus of inter-connecting ‘threat multipliers’, thresholds and tipping points?  Scientific analysis and 

modelling can begin to describe the physical global climate system, but has little grip on the human 

dynamics.   Just one generation from now, the ‘knowns’ or known probabilities are few indeed: a 

global population of 8-10 billion, and climate change between 2 and 4 degrees, are the only clear 

possibilities. For the deeper ‘unknowables’, there’s a growth industry in future studies, producing 

‘mega-trend’ reports for the policy-corporate elite, with challenges framed as growth 

opportunities.40   

The mapping at NEXUS-CONNEXUS is one way to visualize such hyper-complex systems.  Each of the 

‘clouds’ in the centre is a nexus of threat multipliers, where tensions mount up towards crisis. But 

each nexus also contains the seeds of synergies, where the positives could multiply up, and new 

opportunities emerge, as a ‘connexus’ (these are shown at the end of each Chapter 4-8).  On each 

side there are ‘visual bubbles’,  sketches of what is possible and plausible. On the left these are more 

about syndromes and dystopias, and on the right, more about synergies and positive oucomes.41  

How to get from syndromes to synergies is the trillion-dollar question…  

Geo-political-techno-economic nexus  

The financial crisis of 2008 may be only a prologue: as finance is driven by informatics, the disruptive 

and extractive potential extends all the way to intelligent machines, taking over as a ‘super-

intelligence’ at the point of ‘singularity’.42  Other ‘Future Emerging Technologies’ also bring both 

positive and negative: bio-technology creates new forms of life and ethical dilemmas, and robotics 

creates new processes with the promise of mass unemployment.43 More immediate is the spread of 

‘failed states’, in parallel with ‘failed corporates’, vulnerable to disruption, internal collapse and 

external contagion.  All this sets the scene for a post-truth, post-society, post-democracy world, one 

of extreme concentration of digital, financial and political power, as in INFORMATICS-III.  On the way 

the likelihood of geo-political conflict seems to ramp up, and it’s significant that some of the best 

future studies come from defence and security agencies.44   Meanwhile could these interactions of 

finance, technology and political change contain not only the seeds of catastrophe, but positive 

synergies and transformational pathways?  From past experience it’s possible: democracy, literacy 

and human rights have made partial if problematic progress over a century or two.   Some potential 

pathways are explored in FINANCE-III and INEQUALITIES-III.  
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Socio-cultural nexus 

With rising inequalities there are tensions between the over-class of hyper-wealthy states and 

persons, an insecure middle class, and a majority underclass of the insecure, displaced and 

impoverished.  Mental illness and alienation is amplified by disruption and conflict, with rising 

expectations of social and psychological well-being, and reduced resources to support it. Livelihoods 

are precarious, the digital revolution creates further disruption, and mass unemployment is an 

incubator for extremism and intolerance. Human displacement, migration, fundamentalism and 

social conflict of many kinds could follow rapidly, in a world of SADDER (‘Social-cultural Alienation & 

Disruption of Emotional Resilience’). 

Within this social ferment there are many possible synergies. Urbanization could bring new 

opportunities for migrants and inter-culturalism: the third age society and silver economy could 

bring social innovation and community empowerment.  The informatic economy could be the 

catalyst for new livelihoods and revitalized local communities. This shows up in pathways such as 

NEIGHBOURHOOD-III and LOCAL-ONOMICS-III and PUBLIC-SERVICE-III.  

Bio-spheric nexus 

All this depends on the global life-support systems, and with the doctrine of MADDER (‘mutually 

assured destruction and depletion of eco-systems and resources’), these are now in the gravest 

danger. The bio-sphere meets human systems directly via the nexus of inter-connections of food, 

energy and water, as studied by the WEF, OECD, UN and others.45   Again there is a gap between 

‘scientific’ analysis and modelling of physical effects, and other ways of working with human 

systems, social or cultural or political.  ‘Ecosystem services’ is one way to bridge this gap, with a 

logical conclusion of valuing the entire bio-sphere at $55 trillion, which suggests (to some) the 

economy could simply grow its way out of catastrophe.46   

One way is to look for simple evidence, measuring climate change emissions, or the carbon, water or 

ecological footprints, and comparing trends to targets.47   The ‘Planetary Limits’ method is more 

comprehensive, including cycles of nitrogen and phosphorus, oceans and land-use change, but soon 

gets into complexities and uncertainties.48  There are two bubbles halfway down the page to 

highlight the difference.  On the left is a ‘business as usual’ trajectory of the UK CO2-equivalent 

footprint by end-use sector, (including for carbon embedded in imports), currently rising at around 

25% per decade.49  On the right is a target scenario, with the aim of reduction, also at 25% per 

decade. The difference between each side is an existential dilemma: to safeguard the global climate 

(as we know it), most fossil fuels should stay in the ground, but to safeguard the geo-political 

economy (as we know it), many argue they have to burn.50  With such dilemmas the bio-spheric 

nexus is one of the deepest waters ahead (perhaps literally)…  

‘Cognitive’ nexus 

Climate change is a technical-environmental issue, but also a cultural-ethical question, a political 

challenge, an economic calculus, an employment issue, an urbanization question, and so on (see 

CLIMATE-III).  The combination of all these alternative domains of knowledge and value, is like a 

‘cognitive’ nexus, a place of inter-connections.  We can start mapping this with a series of bubbles, 

and then track the many possible interactions, and this is the first stage of the Toolkit in the next 

chapter. With simple tools we can explore the complexities of trading zones, path dependencies, 
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actor-networks, ‘intersubjectivities’, ‘assemblages’, and other attempts at sense-making in a hyper-

complex reality.51   

Working with the nexus-connexus 

It’s easy to draw dystopian nightmares of a near future, where any combination of the above – say 

climate desertification, crop failures, energy shortages – spreads political instability and amplifies up 

to global tipping points.  The tragedy of Syria coincided with climate change and its possible effects 

on food riots, internal displacements, unrest and repression, ethnic fundamentalism, proxy wars and 

mass migration, which now destabilizes an entire region. But in a strictly rational sense, as discussed 

in SCIENCE-III, we might never know the exact causes and effects.52  This is why numbers for the ‘cost 

of climate change’ or ‘benefits of bio-tech’ deserve huge scepticism.  Such figures can only be 

calculated ceterus paribus – ‘if other things are equal’ – but in reality, things are hardly ever equal.  It 

seems more useful, rather than narrow calculations, to explore the real-life complexities of the 

‘inter-connectedness of things’. Then we can explore opportunities in the ‘inter-connectedness of 

thinking’.  

Also, it seems that change in a nexus is on a spectrum, from relatively ‘known knowns’, all the way to 

‘unknown unknowns’. With so-called Black Swans, ‘wild cards’, low-probability high-impact 

disruptions or tipping points, the possibilities are boundless.53 Some possibilities seem huge but not 

in our scope, so if a major asteroid comes our way, we either avert catastrophe or not.  But most 

wild card events seem wildly inter-connected, not only in ‘things’, but ‘thinking’.  The 2008 crisis 

seemed to be a classic ‘out-of-the-blue’ wild card: but for some it was quite predictable, a chance for 

serious money, or, the beginning of the end of capitalism (with hindsight, a little premature).  

Another angle on the future starts with the present – with a fresh perspective we can see the signals 

of the future all around (but ‘unevenly distributed’).  The Finnish ‘Envisions’ project explores some 

emerging paradigms just ‘beyond’ current understanding:54  

a) ‘Beyond Smart’: cities but not as we know them: new urban systems are emerging, with the 

catalyst of digital technology, which change the structures of economy and society.  

b) ‘Beyond Mobility’:  somewhere versus anywhere: there are powerful forces for globalization 

and networks,  but also powerful reactions towards local economies and landscapes.  

c) ‘Beyond Services’: function versus experience:  most policy aims for functional services, such 

as health or education: but what if the people are more interested in ‘experiences’?   

d) ‘Beyond Urban’: Planet-izens of the metro-village: new patterns of rural-urban living and 

working, with new peri-urban settlement patterns, a real challenge for spatial planning.   

Overall, synergistic thinking can make a real contribution here. As in FORESIGHT-III, it can help to map 

problems and opportunities as not only uncertain, but often in different universes (i.e. paradigms).  

If a housing crisis is about simple numbers we can calculate the ‘known unknowns’ on population 

and landuse: if the agenda is more about liveability, or some ‘unknown unknown’, then more co-

evolutionary thinking is needed.  Cities are a good example of this.55  To make plans and investments 

for buildings or infrastructures we need long term strategies: but many cities seem volatile and 

almost ungovernable, and meanwhile they are hubs of innovation and aspiration. Should we build a 

super-computer city model with massive datasets and black box software (some are already trying)?  

Or, should we look for the human potential, to explore the pathways from smart to wise, turning 

crisis into opportunity?    
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Figure 2-2: NEXUS-CONNEXUS 
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Alternative futures 
One way to explore unknown (or unknowable) futures is to explore the alternatives.  For this we use 

scenarios – not forecasts, more like structured ‘what-if’ questions, for ‘stress-testing’ and ‘wind-

tunnelling’.  But in this age of turbulence and disruption, care is needed to avoid mainstream 

assumptions, with ‘in-the-box’, ‘more-of-the-same’ thinking. We explored a scenario in 2015 on 

‘what if the UK leaves the EU and Trump wins the USA election’: at the time this was low probability 

wild-card, only a year later the picture was very different.56   

Scenarios are in two main types (often mixed in practice): ‘what-if’ scenarios for the context, and ‘so 

what’ or ‘back-casting’ scenarios, which link back to action.  Synergistic thinking helps to see the 

difference between Mode-I type uncertainties, such as high/low economic growth, and Mode-II 

change by innovation or competition. For the ‘so what’ question, the aspirations for system change 

call for Mode-III type co-evolution and transformation.57    

Deeper City uses a set of background context scenarios, adapted from the IPCC Special Report on 

Emissions Scenarios, and since used in foresight-type studies on technology, climate, urbanization 

and others.58 The set is based on two main axes of uncertainty: 

• Structural axis: global / top down structures – versus – local or regional / bottom up. 

• Values / systems axis: private enterprise values / systems – versus  – public values / systems.  

The result is a four-cornered space of possibilities: each might bring positive (opportunities), or 

negative (risks), more of the same, or radically different.  Here we just sketch some positive 

opportunities and negative risks side by side:   

• ‘Global Enterprise’:  a world of rapid economic growth, global population stabilized, and 

intense innovation. Digital, nano-technology and bio-technology transform lifestyles and 

working patterns.  Urban development spreads across the landscape into new urbanist 

concepts. The structure of jobs and lifestyles shifts to precarious platform work as the norm. 

Climate change is on a medium scale and seen as market opportunity for eco-finance. 

• ‘Local Enterprise’:  a more heterogeneous world of self-reliance, local businesses and local 

identities.  Population growth, economic growth and technology innovation are slower. 

Urbanization and infrastructure is mainly deregulated and spontaneous. Climate change 

accelerates with lack of international cooperation, and brings major disruptions to 

economies and societies, with large populations displaced and hungry.  

• ‘Global Community’: a world of government partnerships and consortiums, which promises 

integrated sustainable development.  Digital infrastructures serve a pervasive technocratic 

organization of society and economy, by sacrificing civil liberties and political freedom.  

Energy and resource shortages kick in with medium level climate change, and many return 

to larger cities and towns, while remote rural areas decline.  

• ‘Local Community’: a world of localized enclaves, divided by generations, genders, ethnicity 

and sub-cultures. Technology innovation is slower with the diversity of self-organized 

communities. Larger cities disperse as younger migrants displace older natives to gated 

enclaves, and peri-urban areas become ‘peri-society’. Medium level climate change holds 

back economic development but local and social resilience is strong.   
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These scenarios are for backdrop and context, and a basic future-proofing of the pathways for cities, 

economies, ecologies, technologies and politics.  The timescales are deliberately loose, with a 25-50 

year horizon, beyond the normal strategic planning horizon, to show the scope of inter-generational 

change.  Each scenario can be drawn to contain system shocks and wild-cards, or countervailing 

forces. For instance in the Global Enterprise scenario, the dominant forces are large corporations, 

but there is counter-vailing pressure from small businesses, activists and citizens groups. A set of 

scenarios can also highlight the dynamics of a complex system: in the sketch in POLITICAL-LANDSCAPE 

each scenario is adopted or co-opted or hijacked, by political power or anti-political movements.  

Overall, scenario methods and futures thinking in general are an essential part of the Toolkits in the 

next chapter.  
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3) CASES & PLACES: CITY-STATE-PLANET 
 

 

A book like this needs not only theory, but applications and examples at every level. Perhaps it 

would be easier with the 1:1 scale model outside the window?  Meanwhile here are three city-

related case studies: the city-region of Manchester: the city-state of the UK (a highly urbanized and 

mono-centric nation): and the city-planet Earth (urbanization in rapid progress), as sketched in CITY-

STATE-PLANET.  Each of the main chapters 4-10 takes these for examples.  It’s fair to say these case 

studies show just a small cross-section (brief notes on other cities are in DEVELOPMENTAL-III).  Follow-

on work continues on the applications for the developing world, emerging world, industrial and 

post-industrial worlds. 

 

City-region – Manchester 
‘Manchester’ is shorthand here for Greater Manchester (GM) and its wider city-region, a fascinating 

and problematic place, with a unique history and an eye on the future.  GM includes 10 

municipalities with around 2.8 million people, between the inner area and a ring of satellites, as the 

hub of a polycentric agglomeration of 5-10 million, depending on how lines are drawn. 59   To the 

east and north are low hills, surrounding an urban fringe with marginal farmland, and to the west 

and south is a rolling landscape with small towns and large suburbs.  

A hundred years ago Manchester was the ‘shock city’ of the age. world’s first globalized industries, 

public railway station, trade union congress, workers’ cooperative, industrial estate, mainframe 

computer, and many other landmarks were here.  An east-west journey crosses layers of this history, 

from the birth of the textile industry in the Pennine hills, to the science parks and leisure parks 

around the airport and orbital.   The city is still dynamic, messy, fun, brilliant and problematic.  As 

the UK’s second city the centre is booming, alongside world-class football, culture, science and 

education.  Around that are around a million people in various combinations of dependency, ill-

health, depression, debt and vulnerability. There are world-class businesses alongside skills gaps, low 

productivity and general obsolescence. There is structural dependency in the GM fiscal deficit 

(balance of public spending / income) of around £100 million per week. This is the backdrop to the 

current ‘Devo-Manc’ program of devolution, and the so-called ‘Northern Powerhouse’, the latest 

version of regional planning. However the reality is an attack on local government budgets, with 

northern cities facing up to 50% cuts. It seems that innovation of all kinds – policy, technology, social 

or business – is a necessity for survival.   

The fore-runner to this book was ‘City-Region 2020’, a demonstration of sustainable urban 

development, and it took Manchester as the laboratory for the Sustainable City-Region 

programme.60  We explored the inter-connections between different sectors and policy goals, 

between upstream causes and downstream effects, between ‘hard’ technology and ‘soft’ human 

factors, and between social ‘demand’ and economic ‘supply’. Two decades later we can check for 

results.  
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Some progress shows on recycling, green infrastructure, renewable energy, trams and cycle routes. 

Change is more modest on other transport and energy programmes, and a proposed ‘Congestion 

Charge’ was not popular.61  In contrast, the carbon footprint of mass consumption continues to rise, 

as shown by traffic jams around major shopping malls. Also rising are the impacts of air travel, 

marine transport and road freight, with new energy demands such as patio heaters, wide screen 

technologies, and online shopping deliveries.62  Meanwhile climate change programmes are 

undermined by austerity cuts, and the ‘Green Deal’ for home energy efficiency had local success but 

was otherwise a national failure.  Regional programs were scattered in the 2010 Coalition’s 

destruction of anything strategic: but there’s a strong metropolitan cluster of innovations and 

enterprises, which bring together university expertise, business flair and policy support.   

All this raises questions.  What are the ‘reasons for being’ of Manchester and similar cities, with their 

post-industrial, post-societal resources?  While Manchester has a booming metropolitan centre, the 

satellite cities and peripheral towns are increasingly ‘left behind’?  Can they get ahead in the race of 

global competitiveness, and what would be the social or ecological effects of doing this? Are there 

more resilient and wiser pathways towards real prosperity and sustainability?  
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Figure 2-3: CITY-STATE-PLANET 
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City-state – UK 
The UK also has a special place in history as the birthplace of the industrial revolution, scientific 

revolution, parliamentary democracy, and briefly the world’s largest empire. For now, the UK 

survives in the global marketplace as a financial hub and/or haven, with a legacy of soft power in 

media, science, education, and knowledge professions. But the effects are divisive, from hyper-

inflation in London and the South-East, to disinvestment across the post-industrial rust-belts and 

remote regions. The upper third of the population lives off a pyramid of property prices, a middle 

section sees rising insecurity and vulnerability, and the ‘under-class’ sees exclusion, ‘food banks’ and 

harassment by the ‘system formerly known as welfare’.  Overall the UK ranks well on many 

benchmarks, with a (relatively) prosperous economy, democratic institutions, and (more or less) 

tolerant and cohesive society. But the divisions which surfaced with the Brexit vote seem likely to 

continue, between younger and older, north and south, metropolitan and provincial, owners and 

workers, secure or precarious, indigenous or migrant, ‘somewheres’ versus ‘anywheres’, and the 

‘establishment’ versus the ‘people’.63  

For the economy, the UK is a kind of test case, dominated by financial services and the City of 

London, de facto an offshore haven, with its network of murky ‘dependencies’.64 Growth is fuelled 

by financial services and credit-based consumer demand, while manufacturing has dwindled to just 

11% of GDP: with the largest trading deficit of any major country, making money here is more 

valuable than making products. This imbalance drives the regional disparities of wealth and 

opportunity, London / South East being 20-30% above the UK average on most indicators, while 

others are 15-20% below. Business productivity, R&D investment and skills levels are all falling 

behind other ‘advanced’ nations, and (so-called) ‘experts’ predict a post-Brexit lost decade.65   

On the environment-resources side, the UK was the first major nation with a legal carbon budget, 

but the government’s fossil-fuel priorities seem to conflict.  As for material metabolism, the UK like 

other affluent nations, spreads its footprint around the world. Direct CO2 emissions total 11 tonnes 

per person per year and slowly falling: but its consumption footprint (balance of embedded CO2 in 

imports/exports) is a third higher and rising.66 The total material input is around 15 tonnes per 

person per year, of which a third goes to new buildings and infrastructure, a fifth ends up as exports, 

and the remainder as waste. Evidently the principles of the circular economy have a long way to go 

(see CIRCUL-ONOMICS-III).    

Overall, the current wave of neo-liberal nationalism is a severe test for the Deeper City agenda.  A 

shrinking and privatizing state tends to divide society, exclude the vulnerable, and reduce real 

prosperity both material and social.67  But thinking positively, deregulation and enterprise might also 

open up possibilities for co-production, mutual finance and other eco-socio-business innovations.  

Could the social disruptions coming from artificial intelligence, robotics and internet-of-things, lead 

towards a more intelligent economy?  Or could the ecological disruptions from 2, 4 or 6 degrees of 

climate change, lead towards circular flows of resources?  No forecasts here, many warning signals, 

along with spaces of opportunity. 
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City-planet – Earth   
The third case study looks at the global level: we don’t yet have any other planets for comparison, so 

it’s a one-off experiment, with humanity on the inside.   

As for the ‘city-planet’, two thirds or more of global population could be urban by 2050, and it’s now 

realistic to look at one inter-connected planetary urbanization.68  Every week 100,000 new people 

add their impacts onto this small planet, so far the only habitable place we know. But it’s not only 

about numbers, it’s about power and inequality, lifestyles and consumption, production and growth.  

The wealthiest 10% has a footprint of 10-20 times the average of the poorest 10%, and the middle 

classes are catching up with the wealthy.  Behind this is the existential dilemma and conflict between 

development and life-support systems, so no wonder the global climate talks struggle.  No easy 

answers, but we could observe that the global energy / climate system is both a system of things and 

of thinking, as in CLIMATE-III, and the two are highly inter-connected. 

Behind this is a sense of existential end-game, reinforced every day by news of melting icecaps, 

burning rainforests, and cities which cannot breathe.   

While some cities and nations are ‘post-industrial’, the planet as a whole appears to be ‘post-

evolutionary’.   Following 2.5 billion years of biological evolution, a dominant species homo sapiens 

has emerged with the capacity to destroy its life-support systems. And if by some chance the 

biosphere maintains its life-support, human self-destruction could also take place in many other 

ways: conflict, sabotage, pandemics, mass psychosis, extreme power, or technology singularity. Our 

dominant species now has power, awareness and responsibility. At this ‘post-evolutionary’ point, 

there is a conscious choice for homo sapiens between ‘co-evolution’, or ‘co-destruction’, of itself 

along with many or most other species.   

One landmark in global systems thinking is the Gaia Hypothesis, which proposes ‘that organisms 

interact with their inorganic surroundings to form a self-regulating, complex global system that 

maintains life-support functions’.69   There are views for and against the physical science of Gaia, but 

for these human dilemmas, the concept seems even more relevant. So at this post-evolutionary 

stage, the Hypothesis can be re-framed.   So we propose the ‘Athena Hypothesis’ (Athena being the 

grand-daughter of Gaia, and goddess of learning and wisdom), also named the One-Planet 

Hypothesis. 

The Athena Hypothesis proposes that “co-existence of an intelligent species with its bio-sphere 

depends on the balance of evolutionary with co-evolutionary forces”.   

The implication is that the bio-sphere mechanisms of physical self-regulation, now extend to the 

cognitive, the deeper-global-mind, the sum of all things and thinking.  In other words, the self-

regulating ‘system of systems’, sees the bio-sphere fully inter-connected with the human 

‘noosphere’ or ‘deeper-mind’ sphere.70  

So with the onus on humans to manage their planet, are they / we up to the task?  Is there any way 

to test this Athena Hypothesis?  From the inside of the experiment, we can only envision and 

extrapolate from what works at other scales, the local, city, regional or national.  So when we talk 

about ‘cities’ we also talk about the world, and vice versa.  The city-level Collaboratorium or Multi-

versity is an experiment in progress for the world at large.   Some of these issues are followed up in 
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GLOBAL-III, looking at existing global-mind systems in finance or informatics. Each of these shows 

various kinds of schizophrenia, paranoia and psychosis, which then play out in human conflict, 

oppression and injustice. From that angle the way ahead isn’t a straightforward solution in the 

domain of politics or economics, it’s more like psychotherapy on a global scale (more in CLIMATE-III).   

Again on this quest we’re akin to early explorers, whose maps and charts show blank areas on the 

far horizons.  We are faced with ‘here there be dragons’, or enchanted islands, or a strong chance of 

falling off the edge of the world.  But this time, the dragons in distant lands are also within us.   

So the next chapter question is how to navigate, or at least how to begin drawing maps and reading  

them, for the journey ahead. 
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